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"Destined to be a classic of modern computational science... a gourmet feast in ten courses." from the foreword by David H. Bailey, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory."     
       
The authors, members of teams that solved all 10 problems, show in detail multiple approaches for solving each problem, ranging from elementary to sophisticated, from brute-force to schemes that can be scaled to provide thousands of digits of accuracy and that can solve even larger related problems. The authors touch on virtually every major technique of modern numerical analysis: matrix computation, iterative linear methods, limit extrapolation and convergence acceleration, numerical quadrature, contour integration, discretization of PDEs, global optimization, Monte Carlo and evolutionary algorithms, error control, interval and high-precision arithmetic, and many more. The SIAM 100-Digit Challenge: A Study in High-Accuracy Numerical Computing gives concrete examples of how to justify the validity of every single digit of a numerical answer. Methods range from carefully designed computer experiments to a posteriori error estimates and computer-assisted proofs based on interval arithmetic.     
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Folkmar Bornemann is Professor and Chair of Numerical Analysis and Scientific Computing at the Center of Mathematical Sciences, Munich University of Technology, Germany. His field of research is numerical PDEs with applications to physics and chemistry. He is co-author of the textbook Scientific Computing with Ordinary Differential Equations (Springer-Verlag, 2002) and editor of the Mitteilungen der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung (Notices of the German Mathematical Society).
Dirk Laurie is Professor in the department of mathematics at the University of Stellenbosch, South Africa. His interests include most of modern numerical mathematics, with a strong emphasis on the actual implementation of algorithms.  He has been involved in mathematical competitions for over twenty years as a setter of problems for the South African Mathematical Olympiad.    

Stan Wagon is Professor of mathematics and computer science at Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota. He is an expert in the use of Mathematica, which he has used in research and teaching for many years. He is the author of ten books and eighty papers and has won numerous writing awards, including the Ford Award, the Chauvenet Prize, and the Evans Award, all awarded by the Mathematics Association of America.    
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Business Process Model and Notation: Third International Workshop, BPMN 2011Springer, 2011

	The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) has seen a huge uptake in
	both academia and industry over the past years. It is seen by many as the de
	facto standard for business process modeling and has become very popular with
	business analysts, tool vendors and end users. As of version 2.0, the BPMN
	contains a comprehensive set of...
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Cocoa Touch for iPhone OS 3 (Developer Reference)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Join the gold rush to developing cool iPhone apps with this complete iPhone OS 3 developer’s guide. Professional developer Jiva DeVoe speaks your language, and he talks you through the entire process—from explaining Cocoa Touch and the iPhone SDK to using Xcode and the Game Kit API. Follow step-by-step tutorials, then apply practical...
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Basic Electrical EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2007

	The international system of units abbreviated as SI has been universally accepted for

	international use in all fields of engineering and day to day requirements. Therefore, all business

	and even household transactions are conducted in SI units. SI system offers the following

	advantages over other system of units.
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Applied Equity Analysis and Portfolio Management, + Online Video Course: Tools to Analyze and Manage Your Stock PortfolioJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A "hands-on" guide to applied equity analysis and portfolio management


	From asset allocation to modeling the intrinsic value of a stock, Applied Equity Analysis and Portfolio Management + Online Video Course offers readers a solid foundation in the practice of fundamental analysis using the same tools and...
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The Management MythbusterJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Become a better manager by challenging the myths of commonly accepted management wisdom


	A humorous review of current management practice with a very serious message, The Management Mythbuster makes an entertaining case for questioning much of the conventional wisdom that pervades the corporate world today.
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Cooperative Control of Distributed Multi-Agent SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The paradigm of ‘multi-agent’ cooperative control is the challenge frontier for new control system application domains, and as a research area it has experienced a considerable increase in activity in recent years. This volume, the result of a UCLA collaborative project with Caltech, Cornell and MIT, presents cutting edge results in...
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